The problem of the flexural vibrations of a rectangular plate having arbitrary supports at both ends is investigated. The solution technique which is suitable for all variants of classical boundary conditions involves using the generalized two-dimensional integral transform to reduce the fourth order partial differential equation governing the vibration of the plate to a second order ordinary differential equation which is then treated with the modified asymptotic method of Struble. The closed form solutions are obtained and numerical analyses in plotted curves are presented. It is also deduced that for the same natural frequency, the critical speed for the system traversed by uniformly distributed moving forces at constant speed is greater than that of the uniformly distributed moving mass problem for both clamped-clamped and simple-clamped end conditions. Hence resonance is reached earlier in the uniformly distributed moving mass system. Furthermore, for both structural parameters considered, the response amplitude of the moving distributed mass system is higher than that of the moving distributed force system. Thus, it is established that the moving distributed force solution is not an upper bound for an accurate solution of the moving distributed mass problem.
Introduction
The problem of assessing the dynamic behaviour of structures carrying moving loads has been almost exclusively reserved in the literature to that of one-dimensional structural members such as the response of railroad rails to moving trains, the response of bridges and elevated roadways to moving vehicles, the response of belt drives to conveyor belts, and the response of computer tape drives to floppy disks [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Where two-dimensional structures such as plates have been considered, the load acting on the structure has been simplified as lumped mass, point load, or concentrated load. Among researchers in this subject are Gbadeyan and Oni [9] who developed an analytical technique which is based on the generalized two-dimensional integral transform, the expression of the Dirac delta function as a Fourier Cosine series, and the use of the modified Struble's asymptotic method to solve the problem of rectangular plates under moving loads. This technique was later used by Oni [10] to solve the problem of the dynamic response of an elastic rectangular plate under the actions of several moving concentrated masses. Huang and Thambiratnam [11] studied isotropic homogenous elastic rectangular plate resting on an elastic Winkler foundation under a single concentrated load using finite strip method. Shadnam et al. [12] investigated the dynamics of plates under the influence of relatively large masses, moving along an arbitrary trajectory on the plate surface. In particular, a rectangular plate simply supported on all its edges was presented by means of operational calculus. Alisjahbana [13] presented an approximate method for the determination of the natural frequencies and mode shapes of rectangular clamped orthotropic plates subjected to dynamic transverse moving loads. The dynamic solution of the plate was based on orthogonality conditions of eigenfunctions. Wu et al. [14] analyzed by finite element method the dynamic responses of a flat plate subjected to various moving loads. The Newmark direct integration method was used to find the dynamic responses of the flat plate. Wang and Lin [15] presented the method of modal analysis to study the random vibration of multispan Mindlin plates due to load moving at a constant velocity. Although the above completed works on concentrated loads are impressive, they do not represent the physical reality of the problem formulation as concentrated masses do not exist physically, since in practice moving loads are in the form of moving distributed masses which are actually distributed over a small segment or over the entire length of the structural member they traverse.
Works on 2-dimensional structural members traversed by distributed loads have only attracted the attention of few researchers (Figures 1 and 2) .
These include the works of Gbadeyan and Dada [16] who investigated the dynamic response of plates on Pasternak foundation to distributed moving loads. Dada [17] who studied the vibration analysis of elastic plates under uniform partially distributed moving loads. Usman [18] discussed the dynamic response of a Bernoulli-beam on Winkler foundation under the action of partially distributed load. The dynamic analysis of Rayleigh beam carrying an added mass and traversed by uniform partially distributed moving loads was carried out by Adetunde [19] . More recently, Gbadeyan and Dada [20] used a finite difference algorithm to investigate the elastodynamic response of a rectangular Mindlin plate subjected to a distributed moving mass. The simply supported edge condition was used as an illustrative example. It was found that the maximum shearing forces, bending, and twisting moments occur almost at the same time. Beskou and Theodorakopoulos [21] presented a review of the dynamic response of road pavements modelled as a beam, plate, or top layer of a layered soil medium to moving loads on their surface. The loads were concentrated or distributed of finite extent, varied with time, and moved with constant or variable speed. The analysis was done by analytical/numerical and purely numerical methods, such as finite element and boundary element methods, under conditions of plane strain. Representative examples were presented in order to illustrate the problem. Amiri et al. [22] investigated the elastodynamic response of a rectangular Mindlin plate under concentrated moving loads as well as other arbitrarily selected distribution area of loads. Closed form solution for the moving force load case was derived using direct separation of variables and eigenfunction expansion method. A semianalytical solution was presented for moving mass load case. In these investigations, however, only numerical or semianalytical techniques have been employed to solve the governing equation due to the rigour of the loadstructure interactions and complex nature of the resulting equations. Nevertheless, analytical solution is desirable as it often sheds light on some vital information in the vibrating system. This paper therefore investigates the flexural vibrations of a rectangular plate with general boundary conditions under uniformly distributed moving masses. Both gravity and inertia effects of the uniformly distributed masses are taken into consideration, and the plate is taken to rest on Winkler foundation. The solution technique which is analytical and suitable for all variants of classical boundary conditions involves using the generalized two-dimensional integral transform, the expression of the Heaviside function as a Fourier series and the use of the modified Struble's asymptotic technique to solve the problem of the flexural vibrations of a rectangular plate having arbitrary supports at both ends. In addition, conditions under which resonance is reached, is obtained for both uniformly distributed moving force and uniformly distributed moving mass problems.
Governing Equation
Consider the dynamic transverse displacement ( , , ) of a rectangular flat plate of span along the -axis and span along the -axis carrying a uniformly distributed mass moving with constant velocity along a straight line = 0 parallel to the -axis.
If the plate model incorporates the rotatory inertia correction factor, ( , , ) is governed by the fourth order partial differential equation given by [23] ( , , ) ( ) ( )
with the inverse
( ) and ( ) are, respectively, the beam mode functions in the and directions defined, respectively, as
where, , , , , , and are constants and , are mode frequencies which are determined using the appropriate boundary conditions.
Applying the generalized two-dimensional integral transform (7), (5) takes the form
where = , = 0 , = ,
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It is recalled that the equation of the free vibration of a rectangular plate is given by 
If the free vibration solution of the problem is set as
where Ω , is the natural circular frequency of a rectangular plate, then substituting (21) into (20) yields
It is well known that for a simply supported rectangular plate, Ω 2 , is given by
Multiplying (22) by ( , , ) and integrating with respect to and between the limits 0, and 0, , respectively, we get
In view of (14) we have
Since ( , , ) is just the coefficient of the generalized twodimensional finite integral transform
it follows that
Therefore, the integrals (15) and (16) can be rewritten as (31)
In order to evaluate the integrals (17), (18) , and (19) , use is made of the Fourier series representation of the Heaviside function; namely,
Similarly,
Using (30) and (31), one obtains
where
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Substituting the above expressions in (11) and simplifying, we obtain 
Equation (40) is the generalized transformed coupled nonhomogeneous second order ordinary differential equation describing the flexural vibration of the rectangular plate under the action of uniformly distributed loads travelling at constant velocity. It is now the fundamental equation of our dynamical problem and holds for all arbitrary boundary conditions. The initial conditions are given by ( , , 0) = 0, ( , , 0) = 0.
In what follows, two special cases of (40) are discussed.
Solution of the Transformed Equation

Isotropic Rectangular Plate Traversed by Uniformly Distributed Moving
Force. An approximate model which assumes the inertia effect of the uniformly distributed moving mass as negligible is obtained when the mass ratio Γ 1 is set to zero in (40). Thus, setting Γ 1 = 0 in (40), one obtains
This represents the classical case of a uniformly distributed moving force problem associated with our dynamical system. Evidently, an analytical solution to (43) is not possible. Consequently, we resort to the modified asymptotic technique due to Struble discussed in Nayfeh [24] . By this technique, we seek the modified frequency corresponding to the frequency of the free system due to the presence of the effect of the rotatory inertia. An equivalent free system operator defined by the modified frequency then replaces (43). To this end, (43) is rearranged to take the form ( , , )
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where Ω * 2 = (Ω 2 , + ) ,
We now set the right hand side of (44) to zero and consider a parameter < 1, for any arbitrary ratio 1 , defined as
Then,
And, consequently, we have that
Substituting (47) and (48) into the homogeneous part of (44) one obtains ( , , )
When is set to zero in (50) one obtains a situation corresponding to the case in which the rotatory inertia effect on the vibrations of the plate is regarded as negligible. In such a case, the solution of (50) can be obtained as
where and are constants.
Since < 1, Struble's technique requires that the solution to (50) be of the form [24] ( , , ) = ( , , ) Cos [Ω * − ( , , )]
where ( , , ) and ( , , ) are slowly varying functions of time. To obtain the modified frequency, (52) and its derivatives are substituted into (50). After some simplifications and rearrangements, one obtains 
where and are constants. Therefore, when the effect of the rotatory inertia correction factor is considered, the first approximation to the homogeneous system is given by
represents the modified natural frequency due to the presence of rotatory inertia correction factor. It is observed that when = 0, we recover the frequency of the moving force problem when the rotatory inertia effect of the plate is neglected. Thus, to solve the nonhomogeneous equation (44), the differential operator which acts on ( , , ) and ( , , ) is now replaced by the equivalent free system operator defined by the modified frequency ; that is,
To obtain the solution to (58), it is subjected to a Laplace transform. Thus, solving (58) in conjunction with the initial condition, the solution is given by
where = .
(61) Substituting (60) into (8), we have
Equation (62) represents the transverse displacement response to a uniformly distributed force moving at constant velocity for arbitrary boundary conditions of a rectangular plate incorporating the effects of rotatory inertia correction factor and resting on elastic foundation.
Isotropic Rectangular Plate Traversed by Uniformly Distributed Moving Mass.
In this section, we consider the case in which the mass of the structure and that of the load are of comparable magnitude. Under such condition, the inertia effect of the uniformly distributed moving mass is not negligible. Thus, Γ 1 ̸ = 0, and the solution to the entire equation (40) is required. This gives the moving mass problem. An exact analytical solution to this dynamical problem is not possible. Again, we resort to the modified asymptotic technique due to Struble discussed in Nayfeh [24] . Evidently, the homogenous part of (40) can be replaced by a free system operator defined by the modified frequency due to the presence of rotatory inertia correction factor 0 . To this end, (40) can now be rearranged to take the form ( , , ) + 2 Γ 1 2 ( , , ) 1 + Γ 1 1 ( , , ) ( , , )
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Sin ( (64)
Going through similar argument as in the previous section, we obtain the first approximation to the homogenous system when the effect of the mass of the uniformly distributed load is considered as
where and Δ are constants. Consider
is called the modified natural frequency representing the frequency of the free system due to the presence of the uniformly distributed moving mass and ( , ) 
To solve the nonhomogeneous equation (63), the differential operator which acts on ( , , ) and ( , , ) is replaced by the equivalent free system operator defined by the modified frequency ; that is,
Evidently, (69) is analogous to (58). Thus, using similar argument as in the previous section, solution to (69) can be obtained as
Equation (70) represents the transverse displacement response to uniformly distributed masses moving at constant velocity of an isotropic rectangular plate resting on elastic foundation for various end conditions.
Illustrative Examples
In this section, practical examples of classical boundary conditions are selected to illustrate the analyses presented in this paper. 
Using the boundary conditions (71) in (10) the following values of the constants are obtained for the clamped edges:
The frequency equation for the clamped edges is given by 
is obtained by replacing subscript with in (77). For the simple edges, it is readily shown that = 0 ⇒ = 0, = 0 ⇒ = 0,
The corresponding frequency equation is
Thus, the general solutions of the associated uniformly distributed moving force and uniformly distributed moving mass problems of the simple-clamped rectangular plate are obtained by substituting the above results in (73) to (80) into (62) and (70). and are obtained by replacing subscript with and in (77), respectively.
Rectangular Plate
Thus, the general solutions of the associated uniformly distributed moving force and uniformly distributed moving mass problems of the clamped-clamped rectangular plate are obtained by substituting the above results in (83) to (89) into (62) and (70).
Discussion of the Analytical Solutions
When an undamped system such as this is studied, one is interested in the resonance conditions of the vibrating system, because the transverse displacement of the elastic rectangular plate may increase without bound. Thus, for both illustrative examples, we observe that the isotropic rectangular plate traversed by a uniformly distributed moving force reaches a state of resonance whenever = (90) while the same plate under the action of a uniformly distributed moving mass experiences resonance effect whenever
(92)
Equations (90) and (92) show that for the same natural frequency, the critical speed for the same system consisting of an isotropic rectangular plate resting on a constant foundation and traversed by a uniformly distributed moving force, is greater than that traversed by a uniformly distributed moving mass. Thus, resonance is reached earlier in the moving distributed mass system than in the moving distributed force system.
Numerical Results and Discussion
In order to illustrate the foregoing analysis, a rectangular plate of length = 4.57 m and width = 9.14 m is considered. The mass per unit length of the plate is = 2758.291 Kg/m, mass ratio Γ 1 = 0.2, and bending rigidity = 10000. The velocity of the travelling distributed load is = 1.5 m/s. The values of the foundation modulus are varied between 0 N/m 3 and 4000000 N/m 3 and the values of the rotatory inertia correction factor 0 are varied between 0.05 and 9.5.
In Figure 3 , the transverse displacement response of the simple-clamped rectangular plate to moving distributed forces for various values of Foundation modulli and fixed value of rotatory inertia correction factor 0 = .05 is displayed. It is seen from the figure that as the values of the foundation modulli increase, the response amplitude of the simple-clamped rectangular plate under the action of distributed forces decreases. The same results are obtained when the same simple-clamped rectangular plate is traversed by moving distributed masses as depicted in Figure 5 . The response of the simple-clamped rectangular plate to moving distributed forces for various values of rotatory inertia correction factor 0 and fixed value of foundation modulli = 4000 is shown in Figure 4 . It is seen that the displacement of the plate decreases with increase in the rotatory inertia correction factor. The same behaviour characterizes the deflection profile of the same simple-clamped rectangular plate when it is traversed by moving distributed masses as shown in Figure 6 . In Figure 7 , the transverse displacement response of the clamped-clamped rectangular plate to moving distributed forces for various values of Foundation modulli and fixed value of rotatory inertia correction factor 0 = .05 is displayed. It is seen from the figure that as the values of the foundation modulli increase, the response amplitude of the clamped-clamped rectangular plate under the action of distributed forces decreases. The same behaviour characterizes the displacement profile of the same clampedclamped rectangular plate when it is traversed by moving distributed masses as shown in Figure 9 . The response of the clamped-clamped rectangular plate to moving distributed forces for various values of rotatory inertia correction factor 0 and fixed value of foundation modulli = 4000 is shown in Figure 8 . It is seen that the displacement of the plate decreases with increase in the rotatory inertia correction factor.
In Figure 10 , the transverse displacement response of the clamped-clamped rectangular plate to moving distributed masses for various values of rotatory inertia correction factor 0 and fixed value of foundation modulli = 4000 is shown. It is seen that the displacement of the plate decreases with increase in the rotatory inertia correction factor. Figure 11 depicts the comparison of the transverse displacement response for moving distributed force and moving distributed mass cases of the simple-clamped rectangular plate for fixed values of foundation modulli = 4000 and rotatory inertia correction factor 0 = .05. Clearly, the response amplitude of the moving distributed mass is greater than that of the moving distributed force problem. While Figure 12 depicts the comparison of the transverse displacement response for moving distributed force and moving distributed mass cases of the clamped-clamped rectangular plate for fixed values of foundation modulli = 4000 and rotatory inertia correction factor 0 = .05, it is observed that the response amplitude of the moving distributed mass is greater than that of the moving distributed force problem.
Conclusion
In this paper, the problem of the flexural vibrations of a rectangular plate having arbitrary supports at both ends is presented. The solution technique suitable for all variants of classical boundary conditions involves using the generalized two-dimensional integral transform to reduce the fourth order partial differential equation governing the vibration of the plate to a second order ordinary differential equation which is then treated with the modified asymptotic method of Struble. The closed form solutions obtained are analyzed and numerical analyses in plotted curves were presented. Results show that as the foundation moduli and rotatory inertia correction factor 0 increase, the response amplitudes of the dynamic system decrease for all illustrative examples considered. Analytical solutions further show that for the same natural frequency, the critical speed for the system traversed by uniformly distributed moving forces at constant speed is greater than that of the uniformly distributed moving mass problem for both clamped-clamped and simpleclamped end conditions. Hence, resonance is reached earlier in the moving distributed mass system. It is clearly seen that for both end conditions under consideration, the response amplitude of the uniformly distributed moving mass system is higher than that of the uniformly distributed moving force system for fixed values of rotatory inertia correction factor and foundation moduli. Thus, higher values of rotatory inertia correction factor and foundation moduli reduce the risk factor of resonance in a vibrating system.
